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Abstract

The unpredictable demand pattern during promotions leads to lost sales incurred due to
frequent stock-outs, affecting the revenue and the brand of both the manufacturer and the
retailer. The research focuses on finding out the root-causes of stock-outs in retail stores. It
uses the audit response data that informs us of various states for zero on-shelf availability.
These responses are used to create a fault-tree diagram that shows how different states could
be reached. The root-causes mentioned in the fault-tree diagram are classified as either
qualitative or quantitative root-causes. The credibility of quantitative root causes was
established through regression analysis while store visits and interviews of different players
of the supply chain helped to reason out the qualitative root-causes. Quantitative factors such
as replenishment frequency, store sales volume and forecast accuracy seem to indicate a good
correlation with stock-outs during promotions.
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1 Introduction

Promotions are very common in the retail environment. Often, these promotions are

accompanied with unpredictable demand pattern, leading to lost sales incurred due to

frequent stock-outs. Stock-outs hurt both the CPG manufacturer and the retailer financially.

To generate accurate demand forecast, the partner company, which is one of the leading CPG

manufacturers, has formed strategic partnerships with major retailers of the country. Yet, the

company loses 5% of its revenue due to stock-outs (Steeneck, Jauffred and Caplice, 2014).

Stock-outs are common during both promotions and non-promotions period. They show high

variability during promotions ranging from 2%-8% (see Table 3 in Section 5). The high rate

of incidence of stock-outs has made the manufacturer to focus on various reasons that lead to

stock-outs and find ways to reduce them.

Thus, this research aims at finding out the root-causes of these stock-outs at retail stores.

Promotions are executed occasionally at retail stores to increase the bottom line and the

consumer base. Gruen, Corsten and Bharadwaj (2002) listed 96 root-causes that affect out-of-

stock events worldwide. However, the CPG manufacturer may be exposed to only few of

those root-causes. Through this thesis, we aim to find out those few root-causes that affect the

manufacturer by using the point of sale (POS) data of the retailer.

2 Background

Sales promotions are the set of marketing activities undertaken to boost sales of the product

or service. There are two basic types of sales promotions: trade and consumer sales

promotions. Trade promotions are the discounts, "freebies", commissions and incentives

given to the trade (retailers, wholesalers, distributors) to stock more, push more and hence

sell more of a product. These are aimed at enticing the trade to stock up more and hence
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reduce stock-outs, increase share of shelf space and drive sales through the channels.

Consumer promotions are sale promotion activities. These are used to create a pull for the

product and are advertised in public media to attract attention. Promotions are generally

executed during holidays.

Bonus packs

Money off Free samples )

Premiums Consumer romotions
Promotions

oupon Trade Loyalty cards )
promotions

Price
dicontsce Free goods

Figure 1: Types of consumer and trade promotions

(Note: Adapted from: Dibb S., Simkin L., Pride W.M., and Ferrell O.C., (2006).)

Promotions account for about 45% more revenue than that of regular purchases. The

execution of promotion offers financial advantage to the consumer as well as it prompts

him/her to make a purchase (Ashraf, Rizwan, Iqbal and Khan, 2014).

Manufacturers, along with retailers, offer promotions on selected products in order to

cultivate new customers, increase retailer's margin for the manufacturer's brand (Zoellner

and Schaefers, 2015), motivate brand switching, and popularize new products (Blattberg,

Breish, and Fox 1995).

Promotions form a complex dynamic and hence it is important to understand the

implementation of promotions with this specific manufacturer and retailer. Thus, this section

elaborates on the system and the supply chain of the manufacturer.

The CPG manufacturer follows a traditional supply chain structure that starts from the

supplier and ends with the consumer. The manufacturer follows Distribution Resource
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Planning (DRP) supply chain network. DRP is a time-based approach that determines when

inventory is likely to be depleted and plans replenishment to avoid shortages often called as

"days forward coverage."

The manufacturer follows a pull system that has goods move up through the network by

fulfilling customer orders. This provides more availability for consumers because local

management controls the availability of the goods. However, varied distribution channels

create higher swings in demand as we go up the supply chain. This is called "bullwhip

effect." The problem of bullwhip effect prompted the CPG manufacturer to take two major

initiatives - Collaborative Planning Forecasting and Replenishment (CPFR) and Demand

Driven Supply Network (DDSN):

2.1 Collaborative Planning Forecasting and Replenishment (CPFR)

CPG manufacturer has formed strategic partnership with a major retailer that involves

exchanging sensitive information and collaborating at the lowest level sharing promotional

plans, forecast, replenishment orders per trading unit per point of sales.

So far CPFR model has good results in the supply chain such as improved responsiveness,

greater forecast accuracy, increase in sales, cost reduction, reduced inventory level, shorter

lead times, increases on-shelf availability and reduced OOS (Slideshare, Business,

Technology (2011), Kunal Singh, Senior Manager, Mahindra Group Management Cadre).

The manufacturer understands the importance of coordination across the supply chain and

hence analyzes other logistics, such as transportation reliability, supplier availability, and

manufacturing costs. It constantly assesses the accuracy of the demand forecast and works to

improve (Slideshare, Business, Technology (2011), Kunal Singh, Senior Manager, Mahindra

Group Management Cadre).
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2.2 Demand Driven Supply Network (DDSN)

The CPG manufacturer is known to be consumer centric, as it assesses the demand by

moving backwards from store shelves to the suppliers. This strategy helps the manufacturer

to create a more responsive supply chain that would produce and supply products as per

demand at the customer level. This type of supply chain is called Demand Driven Supply

Network (Cognizant report , 2011).

The manufacturer collaborates with its retail partners as per CPFR model across the supply

network to win consumers at the point of purchase. It has implemented an online "Web Order

Management" that enables both the manufacturer and the retailer to exchange the POS data

automatically. It also helps the retailer's home office to connect to the manufacturer and

access its scheduling, inventory and replenishment levels (Slideshare, Business, Technology

(2011), Kunal Singh, Senior Manager, Mahindra Group Management Cadre). The CPG

manufacturer's forecast is based on POS data received from the store. Actual demand is

picked up from the scanner data at the point of sale and it is made available at the plant where

it becomes part of the daily production schedule.

2.3 Promotion Planning Process

Both CPFR and DDSN, helps the CPG manufacturer to organize promotions. However

scheduling promotions is a three step process- Planning, Execution and Evaluation.

a). Planning: Planning promotions is one of the key areas that impact the success of a

promotion. The CPG manufacturer follows a unique promotion planning approach:

1. Prepares for the promotion by facilitating a meeting focusing on designing promotion and

considering team member's opinion while reviewing imported event information,

2. imports various datasets such as: market data, POS data, shipment data, forecast data of the

product that will be promoted,

3. develops an initial forecast at DC and store-level, and
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4. lastly, confirms promotion forecast by obtaining customer review and commitment.

b) Promotion Execution- After planning a promotion, its execution is extremely important

as this section determines the success of a promotion. The CPG manufacturer follows a

specific approach to execute a promotion:

1. Manages the logistics by keeping track of POS data and also comparing orders at DC and

store level to its forecast,

2. focuses on shipping logistics after validating its forecast estimations, and

3. lastly, it tracks the POS data during promotion periods and adjusts its replenishment waves

to combat stock-outs.

c) Evaluation- This section indicates the result of promotion and how can the results be used

to plan for the next promotion. To evaluate promotions, the CPG manufacturer uses the

following approach:

1. Imports all the post-promo POS, inventory and shipment data,

2. analyses the success of promotion and root-cause various failure modes, and

3. generates feedback from customers and prepares for the next promotion.

2.4 Store Operations

The success of a promotion is highly co-related with store operations. The retailer complies

with manufacturer's promotional policies, however compliance is often store-dependent

hence the manufacturer's auditing team frequently inspects the stores. In an ideal condition,

depending upon the POS data the stores should be replenished automatically. When the stores

are replenished, it is assumed that product is placed on shelf, which is often called as

product's home location. However, some times the product happen to stay in the backroom

and store employees forget to place it on-shelf.

During a visit to one of the retailer's store, we observed that a particular product was on-hand

but it was not present on the shelf. The auditing team had a bar-code scanner to find out if the

12



product is present in store. Using their approach we were able to spot sufficient inventory of

the product in the backroom. However, its absence at the home location was adding up to lost

sales revenue both for the retailer and the manufacturer. This experience prompted us to look

into two following key factors:

a) Compliance policies and data exchange between the retailer and the manufacturer, and

b) store manager's role in managing inventory and promotions at store-level

3 Literature Review

The literature related to this research broadly includes the impact of sales promotions on the

manufacturers, consumers and retailers. It also covers planning, execution and evaluation of

sales promotions.

3.1 Overall Impact of Sales Promotions

Sales promotions lead to increased sales and usually when promotions end sales fall,

resulting in either too much inventory or an out-of-stock (OOS) event. This leads to two

scenarios - companies gain market share but in an expensive way because of OOS and higher

inventory in-stock while on the other hand, consumers get a great deal for their value for

money.

In order to evaluate promotions in a life cycle of product, different time periods were

analyzed by Steeneck, Jauffred & Caplice (2014) as shown in Figure 2.

Case 1: enough inventories during promotions and excess inventory post-promotions, thus

leading to ripple effect in the supply chain,

Case 2: ideal case that has enough inventory during promotions and right inventory post-

promotions to meet the demand rates,

Case 3: not enough inventory during promotions leading to stock-out and has sufficient

13
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inventory post-promotions to meet the immediate demand, and

Case 4: insufficient inventory both during and post-promotions, thus leading to out-of-stock

event.

This trend is majorly a result of varied consumer behavior during, pre and post promotion.

Prcimotwr

Sales at Store Lift

Derndno

Inventory at F5

Figure 2: Inventory position during pre-promotion, promotion and post promotion period

(Note: Adapted from: Steeneck D., Jauffred F., Caplice C, MIT (2014).)

3.2 Impact of Sales Promotions on Consumers

Mulhem and Padgett (1995) study (as cited by Bettman and James, 1979) states that during a

promotional event there are two types of consumers - Type I and Type II. Consumers of

Type 1 make a planned visit to stores in order to buy products that are on promotions.

However, sometimes these consumers end up buying some extra products thus making some

unplanned purchases of non-promotional products. Consumer of Type 1I are the regular

customers who are tend to visit the stores for buying products that are on promotions.

Shoppers tend to buy unplanned promotional products purposely. Furthermore, the study also

states that (as cited by MacKenzie, 1988) sales earned through Type II consumers are

referred as add-on sales. Add-on sales can sometimes have negative impact on retailers

14



because these sales lead to forward buying at discounted price and buying excessively by

shoppers who would have otherwise bought the same product at higher regular price. This set

of consumers tend to switch stores frequently in case they get a better deal in some other

store, or their desired product is out-of-stock for a long duration. Thus, different types of

consumers respond differently during OOS event. Figure 3 shows various consumer

responses:

(Note:Reprodced frm: GrenT.,C rste D., (008).

3.3 Imac[)o Sae.PrPutionsjn reailer

Nt, Ie

Figure 3.- Consumer responses to QOS events

(Note: Reproduced from: Gruen T., Corsten D., (2008).)

3.3 Impact of Sales Promotions on retailers

Several studies have been conducted to find out the key reasons of regular stock-outs at retail

stores. An out-of-stock event is an event when an event intended for sale isn't physically

present at its home location i.e.; on the shelf, the item is thus said to be out-of-stock. The

duration of the event starts with the time when the final SKU is removed from the shelf until

the time it gets replenished (Gruen and Corsten, 2008). There are seven major reasons for an

OOS event- product item and accuracy, ordering and inventory accuracy, demand forecasting

accuracy, store and shelf replenishment, shelf-space allocation, planogram compliance, item

management (Gruen and Corsten, 2008) and phantom inventory (Steeneck, Jauffred and

Caplice, 2014). Many of the literatures have focused on forecast Accuracy as one of the main

15



reasons for stock-outs. However, we do that forecasts are always wrong; yet the closer they

are to the actual the lower the stock-outs.

3.4 Promotion Planning

Planning it the first step in scheduling a promotion. It is a very extensive process. Promotion

planning is highly dependent on demand forecasting to maintain enough inventories so as to

prevent stock-outs. To have accurate forecasting models and better replenishment policies

Collaborative Planning Forecasting and Replenishment (CPFR) was designed to increase the

effectiveness of promotions rather than daily business activities (Srinivasan, Pauwels,

Hanssens and Dekimpe, 2004). When supply chain participants part of the CPFR group were

evaluated as compared to supply chain participants of non-CPFR group, Wienbrauk (2010)

claimed that sales went up by 25% as compared to the non-CPFR group. Promotional stock

service level for the CPFR group was at a high of 99.5% when compared to 94.7% for the

non-CPFR group. End of promotion stock levels were lower by 50% for the CPFR group

than for the non-CPFR group.

However, CPFR is a complex process, as it requires collaboration between supply chain

participants of both the retailer and the manufacturer. The data sets used by the manufacturers

and retailers differ. The manufacturer's forecast is based on market research data lacking

information about regional prices of promotions. However, the retailers' forecast is based on

POS data and displays actual trends. (Srinivasan, Pauwels, Hanssens, and Dekimpe, 2004).

During promotions the main goal of the manufacturer is to increase demand and simulate

brand switching. On the other hand, the retailers suffer from the decreased margins and try to

compensate for them through increased visits to the store and increased purchases of

complementary products and any other products at the store. Therefore, the manufacturer has

to sacrifice part of its profits during promotions and pass them to the retailer as compensation

for the lost margins (Srinivasan, Pauwels, Hanssens, & Dekimpe, 2004).

16



Sharing of POS data between manufacturer and retailer helps in assessing the elasticity of the

demand during promotions. Higher revenue elasticity is observed for products with high

frequency of promotions but the elasticity of the retail margins is lower for products with

high frequency of promotions (Srinivasan, Pauwel, Hanssens, & Dekimp, 2004).

3.5 Execution of Promotions

For better execution of promotions it is extremely important to refine the way they are

implemented. Firstly, the inventory levels should be measured at all levels of the supply

chain at which the promotions are run. Brown (1973) develops a model that includes the

costs of inventory and sales at the different levels of the supply chain. Secondly, when a

promotion is organized, the manufacturer spends a bulk amount of money with the retailer or

lowers the price of the products sold to the retailer. Therefore, a measure for assessing the

profit from the additional promotional investment can indicate the performance of the

promotion (Cuellar, 2012). Thirdly, the forecast method of the product should be based on

the product nature, the price decrease, base demand and components of the promotional mix

(Kumar& Leone, 1988; Cuellar, 2012).

3.6 Evaluation of Promotions

Sanivarapu and Kalenderski (2014) evaluated promotions by considering days of supply as

one of the metrics. They found different ways to evaluate promotions and measure its success

by normalizing and aggregating dataset over all the stores or SKU's during non-promotion

and promotion periods.

According to Steeneck, Jauffred & Caplice (2014) the three key categories of measuring

promotion success are lost sales, post promotion inventory level and demand forecast

accuracy.

Based on the above metric promotions can be classified in 6 major zones as shown in Figure

4:
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Figure 4.- Zonal c/as s~fication of promnotions

(Note: Adapted from: Steeneck D., Jauffred F., Caplice C, MIT (2014) Project- Customer

Promotion Collaboration, Center fbr Transportation and Logistics )

These zones give us a holistic picture of how promotions tend to react when they are floated.

It also helps us to find out the impact of lost sales and out-of-stock events to determine the

success of promotion.

In sum, the above literature gives us an idea to start with our approach to achieve the

objective of this research by first understanding the dataset and then listing down the possible

choke-points for frequent stock-outs.

4 Methodology

This section of covers describes the recipe adopted to find out root-causes of stock-outs. The

methodology of this research is divided into four categories:

4.1 Summarizing the dataset

The dataset is summarized with hierarchical layering incorporating description of the dataset

followed by the overall sales summary of the year and narrowing it down further to days of

the week summary.

18



4.1.1 Description of the dataset

The POS dataset of the retailer comprises of sales across 4680 stores in the United States for

a product category consisting of 36 SKU's. The dataset covers a period of one year with two

promotions of the product category ran in the month of January and April. It also provides

description of auditor's responses for on-shelf availability of products (OSA).

4.1.2 Overall Sales Summary

The POS data of the retailer is summarized to find out the total number of stores, SKU's,

Revenue, Units sold, and OOS rate per Store per SKU. These parameters help us understand

the overall performance of the manufacturer.

4.1.3 POS Summary during Promotions

The POS data is filtered to summarize the data for two different month long promotions.

Similar to the overall sales summary, we synopsized the POS promotions data to speculate

the success of promotions.

4.1.4 Store level execution of Promotions

Narrowing down the data to store level, we studied the store level execution of promotions by

creating OOS bins for each day for a month long promotion. As the promotion ran for 30

days hence there are 30 bins, each bin contains store-SKUs with a particular number of days

OOS during the promotion.

4.1.5 Days of the Week

The dataset was further narrowed down to understand the behavior of OOS w.r.t. days of the

week during promotion, no promotion, pre-promotion and post-promotion period. This

analysis is important to understand the customer demand pattern over different days of the

week and its variation with promotions.
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4.2 Root-causes of stock-outs using Logic Flow and fault-tree diagram

Gruen, Corsten and Bharadwaj (2002) explicitly state 96 root-causes for stock-outs at retail

stores. However different factors affect the reasons for these stock-outs such as store location,

foot-traffic in stores, consumer type etc. hence not all stores are exposed to all these 96 root-

causes. Thus, we used the summary data to recognize the strength of the retailer and refine

the list of root-causes based on the scope of this study.

Constant interaction with the thesis partner company and store visits, helped us process the

root-causes list further and incorporate some manufacturer and retailer specific reasons for

stock-outs due to their different scale of operations. Thereafter using inputs from the partner

company, we created a logic flow diagram to understand the structure the responses quoted

by auditors for zero-on shelf availability. Following the logic flow diagram, we integrated the

root causes with the auditor's responses in the form of a fault-tree diagram. This fault-tree

diagram clearly branches out into various reasons that can entail a particular response from

auditors for zero on-shelf availability. We calculated the overall rate of incidence of each

response using the POS dataset. The fault-tree diagram is a speculative diagram and it

requires investigation of each qualitative and quantitative root-cause:

4.2.1 Qualitative root-causes for stock-out

We investigated the rate of incidence of each root-cause by conducting interviews with the

partner company and auditing team members. This approach helped us to evaluate the root-

cause by considering instances when the product is actually in store but not on-shelf, when

the product is not present in store and finally when there is no information available about the

product. It also helped us formulate the concept of phantom inventory, which is also

commonly known as ghost inventory. Phantom inventory is defined as the inventory that is

present in the database but not in store.
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4.2.2 Quantitative root-causes analysis

Using the POS dataset, several factors mentioned in the fault-tree diagram are examined

quantitatively. This quantitative assessment helped us understand the extent of influence of

each factor on product OOS rate. The following root-causes are explored quantitatively:

a. Delay in Replenishment: Replenishment of products plays an integral part in on-shelf

availability. The CPG manufacturer under study co-ordinates with the home office, based

on the approach described in the background section and replenishes the product

automatically. As demand or rather sales during promotions is quite unpredictable hence

studying the replenishment patters forms an integral part to analyze promotions.

Replenishment Frequency is a good indicator to understand replenishment patterns. As we

know that OOS negatively impacts the reputation of both the retailer and the

manufacturer, hence on-time delivery (OTD) is necessary to prevent OOS. In order to

study replenishment frequency, the entire dataset for a specific product is first aggregated

over store-SKU-promotions using SQL. Thereafter, we ran queries to order the dataset in

ascending order based on store-SKU-days. To understand the variation of stock-outs with

replenishment pattern, replenishment frequency was aggregated over all the SKU's and

the following notations and formulae were used:

Equation 1:

Total number of days per SKU

= Number of days store operates/Number of SKU' s per store

Equation 2:

Total number of replenishment per SKU

= Number of replenishments per store/Number of SKU' s per store

Equation 3:
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Total numner of stock - outs per SKU

- Total number of stock - outs per store/Number of SKU' s per store

Equation 4:

Replenishment FrequencyReplenishment frequency

= Number of replenishments per store/Number of days store operates

Equation 5:

Out - of - stock frequency

= Total number of stock - outs per store/Number of days store operates

Using the above equations, replenishment frequency for every store corresponding to the

Percentage OOS Days.

b. On-shelf availability: Every retail store displays its products on-shelf. This shelf location

of a particular product is also called its "home location." Each shelf has a maximum

capacity to display the products. As per the literature, in some instances shelf-space

allocation also forms one of the major root-causes of OOS, because there is no

reallocation of shelf-space for fast-moving products during promotions. However, absence

of a product on-shelf isn't a true indication of out-of-stock because around 2.2% of the

responses recorded by the auditing team states that the product is moved from another

location in the store (Figure 7 in Section 5). We normalized the dataset in order to find out

a correlation of shelf-space and stock-outs:

1. Given: Store-SKU-days maximum shelf space capacity,

2. aggregating shelf-space capacity across all Stores-SKU's-Days, and

3. plotting "Average stock-out rate" versus "Maximum shelf-space allocation" graph

c. Sales Volume: Sales volume is defined as the total number of SKUs sold per day per

store. In this thesis we tried to replicate that analysis to find out if such correlation exists
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with the retail partner for this research. Each store has two types of customers- a) regular

customers b) occasional customers. The sales volume of every store is a function of its

location, customer satisfaction (which depends on the service level), and inventory

management. We normalized the dataset in order to find out a correlation between sales

volume and stock-outs:

1. Given: total number of units sold and total stock-outs of store-SKU-days,

2. aggregating total number of units sold and Total stock-outs across all the days at

store-SKU level, and

3. plotting "Average stock-out rate" versus "Average number of units sold" store-SKU

combination

d. Forecast Accuracy: Sometimes forecast can also play an important role in determining

replenishment cycles and sales volume of stores. In order to find out the correlation

between forecast accuracy and OOS we used a different POS dataset. This POS data

includes store-SKU-days level records of product sales, price and store inventory level. It

comprises of information on 399 SKU's of a specific product category over a period of

one year (9/1/2013-8/31/2014). It also provides information on promotions, the type of

SKUs included, the nature of promotions and the length of promotions.

Creating forecast requires understanding the demand pattern that is extremely variable

during promotions. We plotted graphs between "error in forecast accuracy", "average

retail price", "average OOS per store per SKU", and average revenue" to gauge the nature

of forecast created by both the manufacturer and the retailer.

A detailed discussion with various stakeholders along the supply chain helps explains the

extent of implication of each root-cause on the partner company. Thereafter, we

summarized our overall findings and hypothesized our analysis to make recommendations

to the partner company at operational level to reduce the rate of stock-outs.
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e. SKU-Complexity: According to Bharadwaj, Gruen and Corsten (2002) SKU complexity,

which is the number of SKU's present in stores can be also be one of the major reasons for

stock-outs. In order to find out if SKU-complexity co-relates with OOS, we plotted a

graph between "Average number of SKU's per store" versus "Average stock-outs per

store."

5 Results

In this section, we present the results from the application of our methodology described in

section 4:

5.1 Point-of-Sale (POS) data summary

5.1.1 Sales summary

Table 1 summarize the POS data to understand the scale of operation of the retailer and

manufacturer. The POS dataset has different product categories but in our analysis we

focused on one particular product category. We have also used total number of stores that sell

the product category, however in our analysis but due to confidentiality reasons the umber is

not revealed. Referring to Table 1, overall there are 3.22% OOS per store-SKU-days. On an

average there are 8.62 OOS per store-SKU. Table 2 summarizes the sales data of two

different promotions executed of the product category.
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Table 1: Overall sales summary

Parameter

Number of SKU's

Number of Store-SKU-Days

Total Store-SKU-Days 00S

Percent Store-SKU-Days OOS,

Total Store-SKU combination

OOS per Store-SKU

Total Units Sold

Total Revenue

Units

36

27,583,958

889,534

3.22%

103,165

8.62

20,694,845

245,838,893

Table 2: Comparisonofpromotion sales summary

Promotion 1 Promotion 2

Number of SKU's

Number of Store-SKU-Days

Total Store-SKU-Days 00S

Percent Store-SKU-Days 00S

Total Store-SKU Combination

00S per Store-SKU

Total Units Sold

Total Revenue

Revenue/unit sold

11

1,110,673

24347

2.199%

40,968

0.594

1,309,247

12,994,990

9.95

3

115,393

8822

7.64%

12,860

0.686

94,553

1,128,775

11.93
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Referring to Table 2, it was concluded that promotion 2 wasn't executed efficiently as it has

high percent of store-SKU-OOS. The reasons for OOS could be possibly driven by one of

the root-causes mentioned in the fault-tree diagram (Figure 7). This section substantiates the

correlation of various root-causes with OOS. We also used total number of stores in the

analysis but due to confidentiality reasons it is not revealed.

5.1.2 Store-level Execution of Promotions

The store-level execution of promotions over a period of one month is summarized to know

the expanse of the rate of OOS across all the stores in the United States. It is observed that

majority of times the store remains OOS for around 15 days in a month long promotion for

one particular SKU.
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Table 3: Out-of-stock store bin summary

Number of Number of Store-
Stores OOS % Stores OOS SKU-Days OOS %OOS events

Days
(during

promotion)

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

Total

37,049
2,712
1,566
1,176

659
487
358
361
427
581
644
752
964

1,166
1,406
1,617
1,323

871
347

91
31
42
15
28
13
41
20

9
34
16
48

313
55,167

67.2
4.9
2.8
2.1
1.2
0.9
0.6
0.7
0.8
1.1
1.2
1.4
1.7
2.1
2.5
2.9
2.4
1.6
0.6
0.2
0.1
0.1
0.0
0.1
0.0
0.1
0.0
0.0
0.1
0.0
0.1
0.6

100.0

0
2,712
3,132
3,528
2,636
2,435
2,148
2,527
3,416
5,229
6,440
8,272

11,568
15,158
19,684
24,255
21,168
14,807
6,246
1,729

620
882
330
644
312

1,025
520
243
952
464

1,440
9,703

174,225
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5.1.3 Days of the Week

To study the response of OOS over different days of the week, we plotted a graph to analyze

the variation of OOS over a week during promotion, pre-promotion, post-promotion, and

non-promotion periods.
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Figure 5. Proportion Out-of-Stock versus Days of the Week

It can be seen from the above graph that the proportion of OOS remains almost constant

during non-promo days at 5%. But a huge spike is observed during promotion periods on

weekdays. However, this could be because of noise or other parameters so no conclusion

can be drawn from the above graph regarding consistency of this behavior.

5.2 Logic Flow and fault-tree diagram

We built a logic flow diagram followed by a fault-tree diagram to find out the root-causes of

zero on-shelf availability (OSA) based on auditors response data to the manufacturer. Note:

Zero OSA may or may not indicate stock-out (Figure 6). But both zero OSA and OOS

contribute to lost sales.

5.2.1 Logic Flow Diagram

A logic flow diagram helps to find out when and how a particular auditor's response is
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expected. It treats various responses of OSA as outcomes of certain events that are observed

by auditor's or employees at the store. With the help of the CPG manufacturer, we created

this logic flow diagram. It forms the base for a fault-tree diagram, which follows the logic

flow diagram.

5.2.2 Fault-tree diagram

Fault-tree diagram helps to find out the failure modes (reasons for OSA responses), which

branch out from the root. The root is zero OSA of a product. This diagram helps to

brainstorm various root-causes that may lead to lost revenue, as the product is not displayed

on-shelf. All the root-causes mentioned in the fault-tree diagram culminate into seven

different auditor's responses for zero OSA. The OSA responses indicate that 89.65% of the

times the product is in store and is present on shelf while 10.38% of the times the product is

not present on shelf. The absence of product on the shelf can give rise to anyone of the

following three instances: "Product in-store", "Product not in store" and "No information

available."
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Figure 6: Logic Flow diagram for on-shelf availability MOA)anagernot
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The root-causes causes stated in the fault-tree diagram can be sub-divided into qualitative

and quantitative sections:

5.2.3 Qualitative root-causes for stock-outs

The CPG manufacturer has allocated auditors to retail stores. These auditors go for

random inspection to the stores. Generally, the manufacturer informs them about certain

suspicious response of products at store-level. For instance, four-five days of stagnant

inventory at the end of day of a particular product, shrinkage of products etc. In order to

understand the inventory management policy at the store-level, we visited one of the retail

partners of the CPG manufacturer along with two MIT Post-docs. We accompanied the

auditing team, which was pre-informed about zero sales of a particular product, despite its

presence in the store. Upon further investigating by tracing the RFID, we found out that

the product is in the backroom of the store. The backroom of the store is a very congested

area with over-stacked aisles and shelves. Spotting a pile of that particular product, the

auditing team stocked-up the home location. These instances, seemed to be very common

at store-level especially during promotions, and they hurt both the retailer and

manufacturer financially. Above each response (Figure 7) the number represents

frequency of the particular response. Through interviews with the partner company,

auditors, and store visits the following result about each response was gathered:

1. Product in-store: The data reports the presence of product in store, but no sales recorded.

This activity leads to the following responses from the auditors:

a. Product not found: The auditors record this response when the record shows the

availability of inventory but it is not found anywhere at the store. This response is

recorded 2.47% of all the auditors responses that includes 89.65% of in-stock responses.

Following can be the reasons for this response:

* Theft: The product has been stolen and there is no investigation so far
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* Scanning Error: A product has been scanned more than once by the clerk

b. Product moved from backroom: The auditors record this response when there is zero

inventory on-shelf but inventory is present in the backroom. The following are the reasons

for this response:

* Compliance policies: The retailer is not strict with complying with promotion

policies. It also depends upon the store manger's incentives, as mangers would be

more likely to place higher revenue items on shelf more frequently.

* Variable Demand: Many-a-times the variability in demand due to promotions or

holidays, the backroom of the store becomes overcrowded because of over-stocking

to meet the high demand. This may prevent the store workers to take the pain to

finding a particular product in the backroom, especially when there is no incentive

attached to it.

* Lack of Resources: Absence of capital to invest in technology for better organization

of inventory can also lead to poor efficiency store operations.

c. Product moved from another location: The auditors record this response when there

is inventory in some other location in store but not at its home location. Following can be

the reasons for this response:

" No/Lack of shelf-space: Sometimes due to lack of shelf-space store employees may

tend of place the product in nearby shelves or with similar SKU's, leading to lost

sales as the customer does not find the product at its home location.

" Customer misplaces the product: Often customers tends to keep the product elsewhere

in the store when they realize that they no longer want that product after picking it up

from its home location.

" Poor Inventory Management: High variability in demand, lack of resources and

compliance issues can result in poor inventory management in stores. This response
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can also be linked to store manager's incentives and also the lack of manpower in

store

d. Product stocked and labels printed: This response means that though the product is in

store yet there is no shelf-space to place the product.

e. Product not traited valid: The auditors record this response when the store does not

sell a particular SKU or a product. Sometimes, the manufacturer takes strategic risk to

replenish products that are not even sold by the store. There can be several reasons for this

response such as the store doesn't have shelf space or there are no provisions to sell the

product.

2. Product not in store: The data reports no sales as the product is stocked out in store.

Following response can be recorded by auditors in this scenario:

a. Product in-transit: The auditors record this response when the database shows there is

no inventory in store and the product is in-transit. There are several reasons for this

response:

* Logistical issue: The manufacturer does not engage in short-term contracts with the

freight carriers. It bids on carriers to ship the product. Sometimes this situation leads

to huge lag in delivery time, as there are no trucks waiting to ship the products. Many-

a-times the bidding system isn't very successful and the manufacturer waits till it

finds a suitable carrier. Scheduling pick-up and drop-off also lead to congestion and

major delays.

* Production Delay: This is also a common problem, especially in cases when the

manufacturer is not prepared for high demand of products. Certain situations such as

delay in raw material supply or machinery breakdown may be some of the reasons for

production delay.
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* Poor allocation of inventory across stores: Inventory allocation across all the stores is

proportional to the demand at each store. However, many-a-times there is no

reallocation of inventory in case of observed seasonality at particular stores, this may

lead to higher (than needed) inventory in few stores and lower (than needed)

inventory in other stores. The lower inventory stores then had to increase their

replenishment cycles that may lead to product in-transit and zero on-hand.

b. Product ordered: The auditor records this response when there is no inventory in

store but the product is ordered. There are several reasons for this response in addition to

the reasons mentioned for the response product in-transit:

* Delay in replenishment: Major reason for this response can be logistical issues

assuming there are no issues with production. Also, sometimes store manager's would

want to delay replenishment orders especially during pre-promotion periods due to

anticipated frequent replenishment cycles during promotions.

* Communication Delay: This is another common problem faced by the manufacturer.

The inefficient co-ordination with the home-office of the retailer leads to delay in

shipment of products.

* Poor demand forecast: The demand forecast model isn't robust enough to

accommodate uncertainty in demand pattern leading to stock-outs.

c. Zero on-order: The auditors' record this response when there is zero inventory in store

and there are zero orders placed. In addition to delay in replenishment, there are two major

reasons for this response.

* Database Failure: There is an issue with the database, as it shows the forecast but no

order is placed, there is a possibility that it is not getting updated.
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* Forecast drops to zero: As the manufacturer's forecast model depends on past sales

hence sometimes due to fewer sales the forecast automatically drops down to zero.

This affects the replenishment and order pattern that reads zero forecast.

3. No Information Available: There is no provision to check the inventory or there is no

record of transaction. Such situation could arise due to the following reasons:

" Data inaccuracy- Database software gets updated automatically to record the

inventory level, however sometimes due the shrinkage of inventory may not get

recorded in this system. On the other hand, there is also a possibility of human

intervention, which can lead to inaccurate data.

" Network Issues- The retailer works with a specific application that reflects the

inventory record, however due to network issues sometimes there is a possibility that

the application fails to get updated due to network issues.

" Database Failure- This is the least common of the other two reasons. A bug or

program malfunction can affect the entire software, leading to its failure.

5.2.4 Quantitative root-causes for stock-outs

The correlation of quantitative root-causes can be established with OOS using the POS data

of the retailer provided by the partner company. The following results were obtained upon

investigating these root-causes using Regression Analysis:

1. Replenishment: Replenishments are calculated based on Equation 4 (Section 4) .The

graphs below show the replenishment patterns of one store and one SKU. It shows the

pattern of two promotions ran in the month of January (Promo 1) and April (Promo 2). It also

highlights the pattern before and after the promotion month. It can be inferred from the

graphs that during promotion month the replenishment pattern is slightly disruptive in both

the graphs, however it follows a uniform pattern before and after promotion (at least in

Promo 1).
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Note: The above graphs also show negative replenishment, which can be attributed to data

inaccuracy or phantom inventory.
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The demand is quite variable and sometimes hard to predict, hence the replenishment cycles

follow a somewhat random pattern during promotions that depends upon the amount of

inventory left in stores. Both the retailers and manufacturers try to maintain optimum

inventory level in order to prevent stock-outs. The replenishment pattern isn't same as what

we observed during pre-promotion period. The quantity increases or decreases based on the

necessity. To study the replenishment cycles in detail we study different phases of a

promotion.

a. Replenishment pattern during no promotion

While plotting a graph between replenishment frequency and OOS frequency, we couldn't

observe any strict correlation (Figure 10). A somewhat significant decreasing correlation is

observed between OOS frequency an average number of units sold per store per SKU as

shown in Figure 11 with R square value of 0.198, implying higher lost sales with higher
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Figure 11: QOS frequency versus average number of units sold (non -promotion)

b. Replenishment pattern during pre-promotion

Similar to no promotion period, we did not observe any strict correlation between

replenishment frequency and 00S frequency (See Figure 28 in Appendix), however, the

sales volume (i.e., average number of units sold per store per SKU does impact the 00S

frequency (Figure 12) with R square of 0.252. Also, with higher replenishment frequency

during pre-promotion period, the sales volume increases (Figure 13) with R square of 0.152.
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Figure 13: Replenishment frequency versus average units sold (pre-promotion)

c. Replenishment pattern during promotion period

No correlation is observed between replenishment frequency and OOS frequency (See Figure

29 in Appendix). However, an extremely slight, almost negligible, impact of OOS frequency

is observed on sales volume (Figure 14) with R square of 0.029.
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Figure 14: OOSfrequency versus average number of units sold (Promotion)

d. Replenishment pattern during post-promotion period

During post-promotion periods as well, we didn't observe a distinct correlation between

replenishment frequency and OOS frequency (See Figure 30 in Appendix). But both OOS

frequency (Figure 15) and replenishment frequency (Figure 16) show a distinct correlation

with sales volume with R square of 0.246 and 0.167 respectively.
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We observed highest "OOS frequency" during pre-promotion period and highest

"replenishment frequency" during promotion periods while summarizing average

replenishment and OOS frequency of all four different periods. On the other hand, we

observed lowest "OOS frequency" and "replenishment frequency" during post-promotion

period.
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Figure 17: Average OOSfrequen cy versus average replenishmen t frequency for different
periods

2. Shelf-space allocation: A strong correlation between "Maximum shelf-space capacity"

and "Average Stock-out per Store per SKU" cannot be observed. Regression analysis does

indicate a somewhat negative correlation with R square of 0.096, hence the correlation is

highly speculative.
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Figure 18: Shelf-space quantity versus Average stock-out per store per SKU

3. Sales Volume

A somewhat negative correlation is observed between "Average OOS per store per SKU"

between "Average number of units sold per store per SKU." Regression it was found out that

during non-promotion period though the p-value is significantly lower (<0.0001) yet the R

value is not significant (0.008. Thus, it cannot be strongly stated that lower selling Store-SKU

combinations tend to stock-out more with this particular retailer. On the other hand, during

promotions a relatively better correlation with R-value (0.342) is observed.
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a. Store sales volume during no promotion period
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Figure 19: Average units sold per store per SKU versus average OOS per store per SKU

b. Store sales volume during promotion period
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4. Error in forecast: Figure 21 shows that as the total revenue per SKU increases the

forecast error becomes more negative (forecast error = forecast sales-actual sales /forecast

sales). It is observed that as the percent forecast error for the SKU's decreases, the percent

days stock-outs for SKU's increases (Figure 22). Figure 21 Figure 22 collectively suggest

that the CPG manufacturer tends to under-forecast its higher revenue products. This relation

tells us that forecast accuracy plays a significant relation in determining stock-outs. Ideally,

the forecast error should be closer to zero to reduce OOS events.
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Figure 2 1: Total revenue per SKU versus forecast percent error per SKU
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Figure 22: Percent days stock-out per store per SKU versus forecast percent error (forecast-
Actual) per SKU

Also, a positive correlation is observed between average retail price and percent days stock-

out per SKU (Figure 23). Though this relation is somewhat non-significant with R- value of

0.192, yet it does imply to some extent that the SKU's that are expensive tend to stock-out

more often. Presence of other qualitative OOS factors may also affect the forecast accuracy

(Figure 7).
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5. SKU-Complexity: It can be observed that no strict correlation between "Average stock-

out per store" and "Average number of SKU's sold per store" is spotted
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Figure 25: Average stock-out per store versus average number of SKU's per store

6. Discussion

So far, the thesis has focused on the result and the approach to obtain the results. In this

section of thesis, a careful analysis of results is done to substantiate the research and

provide a context to connect different premises.

Using the audit response data we found out that maximum zero OSA events occurred

when the product is in store (Figure 26). This analysis made us probe the in store root-

causes for zero OSA.
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Figure 26: Audit responses for zero OSA

Thus, it can be hypothesized that the store has major operational issues, leading to highest

zero OSA responses. The instances when the product is not in store account for only

18.5%. Probably there are no major issues with ordering and replenishments from the

manufacturers end but the store level execution of promotions is the bottleneck.

In order to probe in deeper, we found out that out of all the responses when the product is

in store, the response when the product is moved from another location has the maximum

rate of incidence (Figure 27). There are three major root-causes for this response:

customer misplaced the product, poor inventory management and lack of shelf-space.
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Figure 27: Product in-store responses

Interview with the CPG manufacturer, helped us identify that the frequency of customer

misplacing the product is quite high in retail stores. Through the fault-tree diagram we can
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also observe that compliance issues, variable demand, poor inventory management, lack of

shelf-space and lack of resources lead to the movement of inventory from another

location.

Compliance is the extent to which a store follows the manufacturer's policies. It is a very

comprehensive term and issues pertaining to compliance are quite common at store-level.

Lack of awareness about compliance policies by store employees, lack of bonuses to store

employees and even store manager's autonomy to take decisions during his or her shifts

converges into several compliance issues. Often there is lack of efficient inventory

management at stores due to variable or rather increased demand especially during

promotions or holiday season. These periods lead to congestion due to increased foot-

traffic in stores. This congestion is extended to backroom, where store employees often

face a hard time finding product and placing it at its home location.

Sometimes, even consumers misplace the products that lead to its absence from the home

location. All of these instances result in lost sales as the consumer is not able to find the

product at its assigned place. The lost sales impact negatively on the brand of both the

retailer and the manufacturer. Referring to Figure 3, a consumer tends to change its

purchasing pattern if he or she witnesses frequent OOS.

Replenishment patterns also play an integral part in the success of promotions. A

structured replenishment pattern without any disruptions will certainly lead to fewer stock-

outs. Rapid changes in demand pattern may lead to disruptions at the backend in terms of

inventory management. These disruptions may further extenuate the coordination between

the home office of the retailer and the manufacturer, thus making it difficult to follow-up

with constant changing demand. This pattern can results in higher stock-outs due to lack

of certainly in demand. However upon plotting a graph between "OOS frequency" versus
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"Replenishment frequency", higher OOS frequency was observed during pre-promotion

periods (Figure 17).

Interaction with the manufacturer colleagues helped explain the reason for higher OOS

frequency during pre-promotion period. Sometimes, store managers and staff can

intervene with the automated replenishment system, leading to changes in replenishment.

Thus, it is hypothesized that there is a possibility that Store Manager hold the orders

owing to the line-up of frequent replenishment cycles during promotion period. In the

past, store managers must have experienced lower demand during pre-promotion, hence in

order to escape obsolescence they might order less frequently in pre-promotion periods,

resulting in higher OOS frequency. On the contrary, extremely high replenishment

frequency is observed during promotion period owing to high demand of products. Also,

post-promotions periods observe lower OOS frequency and replenishment frequently as

demand is expected to decrease immediately after promotions.

Replenishment patterns are observed to be highly co-related with sales volume. A graph

between average number of units sold per store per SKU" and replenishment frequency

per store per SKU" shows high R value 0.89 and lower P-value < 0.0001. It may be

surmised that due to higher demand variation during promotions, the lower sales volume

stores tend to stock-out more as they do not get replenishment as frequently as higher sales

volume stores (See Figure 31 in Appendix).

It is also observed that the manufacturer under-forecasts the higher revenue breeding

SKU's. Since every retailer has a different inventory policy hence there is a possibility

that the retailer may choose to not replenish higher revenue products. The reason can be

attributed to higher cost incurred due to holding or shrinkage, thus the retailer may be

conservative with regards to higher revenue products. Such approach leads to stocking out

frequently and damages both the manufacturer and the retailer financially.
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Therefore, it can be inferred that replenishment frequency, store operations and forecast

accuracy play an integral part in the execution of promotions.

7. Conclusion

The research objectively states several qualitative and quantitative root-causes of stock-

outs in the form of a fault-tree diagram. This diagram provided a framework to explore the

root-causes by conducting interviews with supply chain actors, visiting the retailer and

POS data exploration. In sum, it is found out that store-level execution of promotions play

a major role in success of a promotion. However, the CPG manufacturer incurs highest

lost sales due to inefficient store operations as evidenced by the fact that approximately

6% of the all the audit responses indicate positive on-hand inventory but no OSA.

Quantitative factors such as "replenishment frequency", "store sales volume", and

"forecast accuracy" also show correlation with OOS rate. However, it is important to

consider the problem of stock-outs holistically as it is a function of each of the root-cause

mentioned in the fault tree diagram to some extent.

7.1 Recommendation

The key takeaway is that the manufacturer needs to strategize promotions by collaborating

extensively with the retailer. Based on this research we would recommend the partner

company to leverage its strategic partnership with the retailer for better operational

execution of promotions in stores.

Firstly, to reduce the frequency of product moving from another location, which is the most

frequently occurring response, the manufacturer can consider training the store managers in

partnership with retailers for better execution of operations. This training can help the store

managers to handle periods of high demand and promotions. Secondly, it can also consider

creating a score sheet for major stores based on their performance during promotions. Using
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this score sheet it can allocate the auditors to the stores that require highest attention.

Thirdly, since phantom inventory responses account for 6.05% of all the responses, hence it

should consider it could consider incorporating a provision in the POS data to report

shrinkage or to make manual changes to resolve discrepancies. If remain unreported these

errors are often carried forward thus hampering the replenishment pattern of the

manufacturer due to data inaccuracy. Fourthly, the manufacturer can investigate the

inventory policies of different retailers to improve forecast accuracy.

7.2 Future work

The future work of the research can be divided into two categories:

a. Operations: Based on the audit data, a Pareto analysis of the audit responses will

identify which node of the fault-tree to study in further depth. Additionally, an

unobserved OOS event detector might be developed.

b. Planning: Unobserved stock-out events further censor demand. Development of a

method to estimate demand considering estimated unobserved stock-out events would

improve demand forecasting and planning.
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Figure 28: Replenishment frequency versus OOS frequency (pre-promotion)
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Figure 29. Replenishment frequency versus OOSfrequency (promotion)
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Figure 30: Replenishment frequency versus OOS frequency (post-promotion)
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